Provide availability in the event
of system failures and attacks
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„Thanks to BusinessShadow, we significantly increased
our protection against disaster incident“ [Christian Schreiner, Hubtex]

Data Mirroring in SAP®, Non-SAP or heterogeneous Application Environments
- Libelle BusinessShadow
In the course of digitalization, data must be permanently available more than ever. The requirements
for Recovery Time, Recovery Point and Recovery Consistency Objectives are increasing. Intelligent
and consistent mirroring concepts for databases and entire application environments are the answer.
Therefore, solutions are required that enable the IT landscape to be mirrored in its entirety, such as
Libelle BusinessShadow.

What do users appreciate most?
Automation of even complex DR
scenarios with just the push of
a button
Integration of switching operations
for databases, file systems, IP addresses, host
names, etc. for both individual systems and system landscapes. Reduce complex processes to
the proverbial push of a button.

Reaction to all kind of error types
Some incidents aim to a restore with
the last known data status. Others,
e.g. data corruption, data deletions and ransomware attacks, require to switch back to an earlier
point in time.

Restart automation
After switching the above components, the restart automation also
enables the start-up of specific application components in the desired order, if required.

Independence of architectures,
infrastructures and distances.
Whether campus, DR data center or cloud, whether stand-alone or cluster,
whether DASD or SAN: The mirror system is only
few clicks away.					

		
		

Download the White Paper
for more details:
https://en.libelle.com/whitepapers/businessshadow-sap

https://en.libelle.com/whitepapers/businessshadow-non-sap
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